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1. Breathtaking Specifications1. Breathtaking Specifications
(A) High energy efficiency(A) High energy efficiency

EER & COP comparisonEER & COP comparison
between MSZbetween MSZ--FD_VA(H) and MSZFD_VA(H) and MSZ--FA_VA(H)FA_VA(H)

EER&COP of MSZEER&COP of MSZ--FD has been greatly improved to FAFD has been greatly improved to FA--
series and attained series and attained ““Rank ARank A”” at all sizes and operation at all sizes and operation 
modes.modes.



[Advanced inverter technology][Advanced inverter technology]
(1)Joint lap DC motor(1)Joint lap DC motor
Our unique motor offers high density and high Our unique motor offers high density and high 

magnetic force leading to high efficiency.  magnetic force leading to high efficiency.  

This time, the magnet for the compressorThis time, the magnet for the compressor’’s s 
rotor is changed from the current ferrite rotor is changed from the current ferrite 
magnet to the magnet to the Rare Earth MagnetRare Earth Magnet which has which has 
the triple higher residual magnetic flux densitythe triple higher residual magnetic flux density
than the ferrite magnet’s. With this magnet,
MSZ-FD has attained the higher efficiency.

DCDC
INVERTERINVERTER

[Joint lap DC motor ]

1. Breathtaking Specifications1. Breathtaking Specifications
(A) High energy efficiency(A) High energy efficiency

Ferrite magnet rotor(for MSZ-FA) Rare Earth magnet rotor(for MSZ-FD)



1. Breathtaking Specifications1. Breathtaking Specifications
(A) High energy efficiency(A) High energy efficiency

(2)DC fan motor(2)DC fan motor
A highA high--efficiency motor drives the fan of the indoor unit efficiency motor drives the fan of the indoor unit 

and the outdoor unit efficiently.and the outdoor unit efficiently.

(3)DC Inverter PAM control(3)DC Inverter PAM control
Electricity can be used efficiently with less loss by the Electricity can be used efficiently with less loss by the 

control control ““DC Inverter PAMDC Inverter PAM””..

[Advanced inverter technology][Advanced inverter technology]
DCDC

INVERTERINVERTER



The similarity of the waveform between the rolling rotorThe similarity of the waveform between the rolling rotor’’s magnet force s magnet force 
and the current input to the fan motor improves the efficiency oand the current input to the fan motor improves the efficiency of the fan f the fan 
motor operation.motor operation.

The The samarium magnetsamarium magnet which has the powerful force is used for the DC fan which has the powerful force is used for the DC fan 
motormotor’’s rotor. The magnet force waveform produced by its powerful forcs rotor. The magnet force waveform produced by its powerful force e 
and the optimum shape has attained better similarity to the waveand the optimum shape has attained better similarity to the waveform of form of 
the operation current converted to the smooth sine wave.the operation current converted to the smooth sine wave.

Ferrite Ferrite 
magnet rotormagnet rotor

Samarium Samarium 
magnet rotormagnet rotor

For For outdooroutdoor unitunit’’s fan motors fan motor
[For MUZ[For MUZ--FA]FA]

Advanced inverter technologyAdvanced inverter technology

““Samarium MagnetSamarium Magnet””

[For MUZ[For MUZ--FD]FD]

The magnet is The magnet is 
cut for the better cut for the better 
similarity.similarity.



1. Breathtaking Specifications1. Breathtaking Specifications
(B) Quiet running(B) Quiet running

[Indoor SPL comparison at the low air volume ][Indoor SPL comparison at the low air volume ]

The operation noise of MSZThe operation noise of MSZ--FD is 1 dB lower than FD is 1 dB lower than 
MSZMSZ--FA at cooling and heating mode.FA at cooling and heating mode.



1. Breathtaking Specifications1. Breathtaking Specifications
(B) Quiet running(B) Quiet running

φ106 φ96

For MSZFor MSZ--FDFD For MSZFor MSZ--FAFA[From the side of MSZ[From the side of MSZ--FD]FD]

MSZMSZ--FD has the largeFD has the large--diameter line flow fan. Less rev. of the motor diameter line flow fan. Less rev. of the motor 
reduce the operation noise.reduce the operation noise.

[The comparison of line flow fan]

The largeThe large--diameter line flow fan have attained the diameter line flow fan have attained the 
more quiet running of MSZmore quiet running of MSZ--FD.FD.



1. Breathtaking Specifications1. Breathtaking Specifications
(C) Powerful heating capacity(C) Powerful heating capacity

[Max. Heating capacity comparison][Max. Heating capacity comparison]

The max. heating capacity is increased by about 30%.The max. heating capacity is increased by about 30%.



1. Breathtaking Specifications1. Breathtaking Specifications
(C) Powerful heating capacity(C) Powerful heating capacity

KNB092FCAH SNB130FGBH

TwinTwin
RotaryRotary

116mm

236
mm

222
mm

116mm
[For MSZ[For MSZ--FFAA35VAH]35VAH] [For MSZ[For MSZ--FFDD35VAH]35VAH]

More compact, More compact, 
but the nominal but the nominal 
cap. is about cap. is about 

140%140% of of 
KNB092FCAH.KNB092FCAH.

MSZMSZ--FD has the powerful compressor to increase the max. FD has the powerful compressor to increase the max. 
heating capacity.heating capacity.



1. Breathtaking Specifications1. Breathtaking Specifications
(C) Powerful heating capacity(C) Powerful heating capacity
[The operation data of the field test in Sweden][The operation data of the field test in Sweden]

1) Tested unit:1) Tested unit:

MSZMSZ--ZW407SZW407S
(Japanese model which(Japanese model which

is the base model of MSZis the base model of MSZ--FD35VAH) FD35VAH) 

2) Installed place: 2) Installed place: 

HHäässleholm(Swedenssleholm(Sweden))

3) Tested period: 3) Tested period: 

1111stst Jan. 2007Jan. 2007 3131stst Mar.Mar. 20072007



1. Breathtaking Specifications1. Breathtaking Specifications
(C) Powerful heating capacity(C) Powerful heating capacity

Users were highly satisfied with the powerful heating capacity.Users were highly satisfied with the powerful heating capacity.



2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function
(A) (A) 

MSZMSZ--FD has floor temp. detector FD has floor temp. detector ““ii--see Sensorsee Sensor”” to to 
create more comfortable space.create more comfortable space.

At cooling    
mode

At heating   
mode

““ii--see Sensorsee Sensor””
measures the temp measures the temp 
of lower space users of lower space users 
live actually.live actually.

““ii--see Sensorsee Sensor”” checks checks 
low position temp. to low position temp. to 
prevent the excessive prevent the excessive 
cooling.cooling.

““ii--see Sensorsee Sensor”” checks checks 
low position temp. to low position temp. to 
prevent the poor prevent the poor 
heating.heating.

Indoor unit Indoor unit 
measures the measures the 
temp. of the temp. of the 
upper space.upper space.



(A)(A) At cooling modeAt cooling mode

[℃]

21.5
[oC]

23 24.5 26 27.5 29
Temp.

Inlet airInlet air
temp.temp.

Low position Low position 
temp.temp.

[Case of [Case of ““Without iWithout i--see Sensorsee Sensor”” model]model]

Indoor unit canIndoor unit can’’t search the temp of this area where the user t search the temp of this area where the user 
actually lives because it has no method to search.actually lives because it has no method to search.

[Operation states][Operation states]
Mode: CoolingMode: Cooling
Setting temp Setting temp : 27: 27ooCC
Air speed: AutoAir speed: Auto

The air temp. The air temp. 
of the area of the area 
searched by searched by 
the indoor the indoor 
unit.unit.

2727ooCC

2525ooCC

As the cold air As the cold air 
tends to go down, tends to go down, 
temp. difference temp. difference 
is easily made.is easily made.

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



(A)(A) At cooling modeAt cooling mode

Inlet air temp. Inlet air temp. 

Low position Low position 
temp.temp.

Feeling temp.Feeling temp.

The unit searches the only The unit searches the only 
inlet air temp. The cold inlet air temp. The cold 
unsearched temp. causes unsearched temp. causes 
the excessive cooling.the excessive cooling.

Temp.[Temp.[ooCC]]

Operation Operation time[Mintime[Min.].]

The outlet air temp. is maintained at setting temp, even if The outlet air temp. is maintained at setting temp, even if 
unsearched low position temp. is lower than setting temp. In thiunsearched low position temp. is lower than setting temp. In this s 
case, cold low position temp. make feeling case, cold low position temp. make feeling temp.(temptemp.(temp. user feel . user feel 
actually) lower than setting temp. and causes the excessive actually) lower than setting temp. and causes the excessive 
cooling.cooling.

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function

[Operation states][Operation states]
Mode: CoolingMode: Cooling
Setting temp. Setting temp. : 27: 27ooCC
Air speed: AutoAir speed: Auto

[Case of [Case of ““Without iWithout i--see Sensorsee Sensor”” model]model]

Setting temp. (Temp. Setting temp. (Temp. 
wanted by user)wanted by user)



(A)(A) At cooling modeAt cooling mode
[Case of [Case of ““With iWith i--see Sensorsee Sensor”” model MSZmodel MSZ--FD]FD]

[℃]

21.5
[oC]

23 24.5 26 27.5 29
Temp.

Low position Low position 
temp.temp.

Inlet airInlet air
temp.temp.

2727ooCC

2525ooCC

““ii--see Sensorsee Sensor””
searches low searches low 
position temp. position temp. 
and adjust the and adjust the 
temp. of the temp. of the 
outlet air not to outlet air not to 
make feeling make feeling 
temp. lower than temp. lower than 
setting temp. setting temp. 

[Operation states][Operation states]
Mode: CoolingMode: Cooling
Setting temp. Setting temp. : 27: 27ooCC
Air speed: AutoAir speed: Auto

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



Inlet air temp. Inlet air temp. 

Low position Low position 
temp.temp.

Feeling temp.Feeling temp.

Feeling temp. is maintained Feeling temp. is maintained 
at the set point.at the set point.

(A)(A) At cooling modeAt cooling mode

At the cooling mode, as the cold air tends to go down, checking At the cooling mode, as the cold air tends to go down, checking low position low position 
temp. is very important. MSZtemp. is very important. MSZ--FD checks low position temp. by FD checks low position temp. by ““ii--see Sensorsee Sensor””, , 
and control the temp. of the outlet air to maintain feeling tempand control the temp. of the outlet air to maintain feeling temp. at setting . at setting 
temp.temp.

Temp.[Temp.[ooCC]]

Operation Operation time[Mintime[Min.].]

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function

Setting temp. (Temp. Setting temp. (Temp. 
wanted by user)wanted by user)

[Case of [Case of ““With iWith i--see Sensorsee Sensor”” model MSZmodel MSZ--FD]FD]

[Operation states][Operation states]
Mode: CoolingMode: Cooling
Setting temp. Setting temp. : 27: 27ooCC
Air speed: AutoAir speed: Auto



(A)(A) At heating modeAt heating mode

14
[oC]

16 18 20 22 24
Temp.

2323ooCC

1717ooCC

As the warm air As the warm air 
tends to go up, tends to go up, 
the temp. the temp. 
difference is difference is 
easily made.easily made.

The air temp. The air temp. 
of the area of the area 
searched by searched by 
the indoor the indoor 
unit.unit.

Indoor unit canIndoor unit can’’t search the temp of this area where the user t search the temp of this area where the user 
actually lives because it has no method to search.actually lives because it has no method to search.

[Operation states][Operation states]
Mode: HeatingMode: Heating
Setting point Setting point : : 2323ooCC
Air speed: AutoAir speed: Auto

Inlet airInlet air
temp.temp.

Low position Low position 
temp.temp.

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function

[Case of [Case of ““Without iWithout i--see Sensorsee Sensor”” model]model]

Sample case user Sample case user 
want 20 want 20 ooCC of the of the 

feeling temp.feeling temp.



(A)(A) At heating modeAt heating mode

Inlet air temp. Inlet air temp. 
Feeling temp.Feeling temp.

Low position Low position 
temp.temp.

The unit control the only The unit control the only 
outlet air to raise to the outlet air to raise to the 
temp. of setting temp.temp. of setting temp.

Temp.[Temp.[ooCC]]

Operation Operation 
time[Mintime[Min.].]

As As ““Without iWithout i--see Sensorsee Sensor”” model canmodel can’’t search low position temp, low position t search low position temp, low position 
temp. isntemp. isn’’t adjusted to setting temp. Therefore, the higher temp. of the t adjusted to setting temp. Therefore, the higher temp. of the 
outlet air than setting temp. is needed to adjust feeling outlet air than setting temp. is needed to adjust feeling temp.(thetemp.(the temp. temp. 
user feel actually) to setting temp. In this case, user feel actually) to setting temp. In this case, the 3 the 3 ooCC raise of the raise of the 
setting temp. is neededsetting temp. is needed to adjust feeling temp. to the wanted temp. to adjust feeling temp. to the wanted temp. 

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function

Setting temp. (Temp. Setting temp. (Temp. 
wanted by user)wanted by user)

[Case of [Case of ““Without iWithout i--see Sensorsee Sensor”” model]model]

[Operation states][Operation states]
Mode: HeatingMode: Heating
Setting point Setting point : : 2323ooCC
Air speed: AutoAir speed: Auto

Sample case user Sample case user 
want 20 want 20 ooCC of the of the 

feeling temp.feeling temp.



20oC

20oC

(A)(A) At heating modeAt heating mode

Inlet airInlet air
temp.temp.

Low position Low position 
temp.temp.

14
[oC]

16 18 20 22 24
Temp.

[Operation states][Operation states]
Mode: HeatingMode: Heating
Setting point Setting point : : 2020ooCC
Air speed: AutoAir speed: Auto

Low position temp. is maintained at setting temp.Low position temp. is maintained at setting temp.

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function

[Case of [Case of ““With iWith i--see Sensorsee Sensor”” model MSZmodel MSZ--FD]FD]

Sample case user Sample case user 
want 20 want 20 ooCC of the of the 

feeling temp.feeling temp.

““ii--see sensorsee sensor””
search low search low 
position temp. position temp. 
and control the and control the 
air flow to adjust air flow to adjust 
low position low position 
temp. to setting temp. to setting 
temp. temp. without without 
the raise of the the raise of the 
outlet air temp.outlet air temp.



Temp.[Temp.[ooCC]]

Operation Operation 
time[Mintime[Min.].]

Inlet air temp. Inlet air temp. Feeling temp.Feeling temp.

Lower position Lower position 
temp.temp. The unit control the outlet air to The unit control the outlet air to 

raise raise the both ofthe both of the inlet air the inlet air 
temp. and low position temp. to temp. and low position temp. to 
setting temp.setting temp.

[Operation states][Operation states]
Mode: HeatingMode: Heating
Setting point Setting point : : 2020ooCC
Air speed: AutoAir speed: Auto

Setting temp. (Temp. Setting temp. (Temp. 
wanted by user)wanted by user)

(A)(A) At heating modeAt heating mode

At the heating mode, as the warm air tends to go up, checking loAt the heating mode, as the warm air tends to go up, checking low position w position 
temp. is very important. MSZtemp. is very important. MSZ--FD checks low position temp. by FD checks low position temp. by ““ii--see Sensorsee Sensor””, , 
and control the airflow to maintain low position temp. at settinand control the airflow to maintain low position temp. at setting temp. In g temp. In 
this case, feeling temp. reaches to the temp. wanted by userthis case, feeling temp. reaches to the temp. wanted by user under the under the 
condition of the 20 condition of the 20 ooCC of setting temp.of setting temp.

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function

[Case of [Case of ““With iWith i--see Sensorsee Sensor”” model MSZmodel MSZ--FD]FD]

Sample case user Sample case user 
want 20 want 20 ooCC of the of the 

feeling temp.feeling temp.



(A)(A) At heating modeAt heating mode

[The comparison of the energy consumption image][The comparison of the energy consumption image]

Operation Operation 
time[Mintime[Min.].]

Without Without ““ii--see see 
SensorSensor”” modelmodel

With iWith i--see sensorsee sensor
With With ““ii--see see 
sensorsensor”” modelmodel

Total consumption of 4 Total consumption of 4 
hours operation is approx. hours operation is approx. 
30% less than no 30% less than no ““ii--see see 
sensorsensor”” model.model.

Needed setting temp. to adjust feeling temp. to 20Needed setting temp. to adjust feeling temp. to 20ooCC

Without Without ““ii--see Sensorsee Sensor”” model model 23 23 ooCC

With With ““ii--see Sensorsee Sensor”” model model 20 20 ooCC

This difference make the This difference make the 
difference of the energy difference of the energy 
consumption.consumption.

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function Sample case user Sample case user 
want 20 want 20 ooCC of the of the 

feeling temp.feeling temp.



Plasma & ozone are produced by the electric 
discharge in the plasma electrode unit.

Plasma & ozone are produced by the electric Plasma & ozone are produced by the electric 
discharge in the plasma electrode unit.discharge in the plasma electrode unit.

“Plasma electrode 
unit” is attached at 
the inside of this 
hole. 

““Plasma electrode Plasma electrode 
unitunit”” is attached at is attached at 
the inside of this the inside of this 
hole. hole. 

PlasmaPlasma & & OzoneOzone
ShowerShower

(B) Plasma electrode unit(B) Plasma electrode unit PlasmaPlasma & & OzoneOzone

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



OO22 ＋＋ OO33 OO22 ＋＋ (O)(O)

Ozone(OOzone(O33) is very unstable molecule. It is resolved gradually ) is very unstable molecule. It is resolved gradually 
and naturally into oxygen(Oand naturally into oxygen(O22). During resolving, the ). During resolving, the ““Nascent Nascent 
oxygen(Ooxygen(O))”” is produced. The nascent oxygen is produced. The nascent oxygen strongly oxidizes strongly oxidizes 
the organic matter or the inorganic matter, which produce the the organic matter or the inorganic matter, which produce the 

effect for effect for sterilizationsterilization, , deodorizingdeodorizing or etc.or etc.

What is What is ““OzoneOzone””??

OxygenOxygen HighHigh
voltagevoltage

OzoneOzone OxygenOxygen NascentNascent
OxygenOxygen

As ozone(OAs ozone(O33) ) 
is unstable, Ois unstable, O33
is resolved is resolved 
naturally.naturally.

Ozone is produced by electric Ozone is produced by electric 
discharge in discharge in ““Ozone producerOzone producer””..

(B) Plasma electrode unit(B) Plasma electrode unit
2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



[The consistency of ozone during ozone showering][The consistency of ozone during ozone showering]
Inside of indoor unit Inside of indoor unit 0.1 0.1 ppmppm,,

In the room In the room 0.01ppm or less0.01ppm or less

Consistency is under the safety standard Consistency is under the safety standard 
**0.1 0.1 ppmppm = Upper limit of acceptable range of ozone gas = Upper limit of acceptable range of ozone gas 

consistency at working environmentconsistency at working environment

(Safety limit advised by Japan society for occupational heal(Safety limit advised by Japan society for occupational health)th)

*Between 0.03 *Between 0.03 ppmppm and 0.05 and 0.05 ppmppm= The averaged = The averaged 

consistency of ozone in the coast area and forest area.consistency of ozone in the coast area and forest area.

Harmless to Harmless to 
health!!health!!

(B) Plasma electrode unit(B) Plasma electrode unit
2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



PlasmaPlasma

OzoneOzone

+ Plasma Air Purifying Plasma Air Purifying 
function(PAPfunction(PAP))

+ Plasma Deodorization Plasma Deodorization 
function(PDfunction(PD))

AntiAnti--allergen allergen ElectretElectret
Enzyme FilterEnzyme Filter

Platinum CatalystPlatinum Catalyst

Deodorizing FilterDeodorizing Filter

Produced “Plasma” & “Ozone” are effective for the air cleaning 
and the keeping self-clean.
Produced “Plasma” & “Ozone” are effective for the air cleaning 
and the keeping self-clean.

PlasmaPlasma
&&

OzoneOzone

Keeping selfKeeping self--clean function clean function 

““Mold growth Mold growth preventerpreventer””

(B) Plasma electrode unit(B) Plasma electrode unit
2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



Dirty airDirty air

(C)(C)
2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function

High airtight and high insulated room is good for keeping the High airtight and high insulated room is good for keeping the 
indoor temp. and the energy efficiency. But, on the other indoor temp. and the energy efficiency. But, on the other 
hand, it has the disadvantage that the dirty air is easy to stayhand, it has the disadvantage that the dirty air is easy to stay
in the room. The powerful air cleaning function in the room. The powerful air cleaning function ““Plasma DuoPlasma Duo””
helps to solve such a problem. helps to solve such a problem. 



(C)(C)
MSZMSZ--FD has two kinds of  the advanced air cleaning FD has two kinds of  the advanced air cleaning 
function, function, ““Plasma Air Purifying Plasma Air Purifying function(PAPfunction(PAP))”” andand
““Plasma Deodorization Plasma Deodorization function(PDfunction(PD))””..

[The size of particle][The size of particle]
1000 100 10 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 (micro m.)

Pollen

Bacteria Bad odors

Formaldehyde

Mold spores

Dust

Filter 
removes PAP function PAP function 

removesremoves

PD function PD function 
removesremoves

The The ““DuoDuo”” of two functions of two functions ““PAPPAP and and PDPD”” removes removes 
various small particles to make the air clean.various small particles to make the air clean.

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function
(C)(C)

Plasma Air PurifyingPlasma Air Purifying
functionfunction

[Anti[Anti--allergen allergen electretelectret enzyme filer]enzyme filer]

The special filter The special filter ”” AntiAnti--allergen allergen 
electretelectret enzyme filerenzyme filer”” is attached.is attached.

Its element is electrified the static Its element is electrified the static 
electricity permanently and has the electricity permanently and has the 
enzyme to make the harmful enzyme to make the harmful 
allergen harmless.allergen harmless.



(C)(C)

-

Dirty airDirty airSmall particle of Small particle of 
the allergen like the allergen like 
bacteria, pollen or bacteria, pollen or 
mold spores

[Step2][Step2]

Small particles are charged to Small particles are charged to 
negative by plasma. negative by plasma. 

Negative charge 
(Negative ion & 

electron )

-

- - -
-

-

-

[Step3][Step3]

Small particles Small particles 
charged to negative charged to negative 
are collected to the are collected to the 
positive side of the positive side of the 
electretelectret filter.filter.

The dustThe dust--collection efficiency of the collection efficiency of the electretelectret filter is filter is 
more than 3 times highermore than 3 times higher than nonthan non--electretelectret..

Clean airClean air

Air PurifyingAir Purifying

Plasma Plasma 
electrode unitelectrode unit

[Setp1][Setp1]

Plasma Plasma 
electrode unit electrode unit 
produce produce 
plasma.plasma.

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



After catching the harmful allergen, the enzyme in the After catching the harmful allergen, the enzyme in the 
filter resolves the allergen to make it harmless.filter resolves the allergen to make it harmless.

Non -allergenAllergen

(C)(C)
The remarkable point is not only the high catching ability, The remarkable point is not only the high catching ability, 
but also the ability to make the allergen harmless.but also the ability to make the allergen harmless.

[Test for the performance of the enzyme in the laboratory][Test for the performance of the enzyme in the laboratory]

The enzyme has the ability to make the allergen harmless.The enzyme has the ability to make the allergen harmless.

The enzyme The enzyme 
is injected.is injected.

Air PurifyingAir Purifying2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function
(C)(C)

Plasma DeodorizationPlasma Deodorization
functionfunction

The surface area of adsorption pore is 3000mThe surface area of adsorption pore is 3000m22 and the and the 
minimum pore size is 1minimum pore size is 1～～10nm(nano meter), so hi10nm(nano meter), so hi--power power 
absorbing particles of odorabsorbing particles of odor--releasing substances at releasing substances at nanonano level level 
is possible. (is possible. (NanoNano--technology). technology). 

(width of a hair is 100000nm)

[Platinum Catalyst Deodorizing Filter][Platinum Catalyst Deodorizing Filter]

The element of the filter contains The element of the filter contains 
the the ““Platinum CatalystPlatinum Catalyst”” to to 
improve the deodorizing ability improve the deodorizing ability 
further.further.

Platinum
Platinum

Catalyst
Catalyst

**The material of surface The material of surface 
of the element is cof the element is ceramic.eramic.



DeodorizationDeodorization

Clean airClean air

[Step2][Step2]

Particles of odorParticles of odor--
releasing substances releasing substances 
are absorbed by the are absorbed by the 
plasma deodorizing plasma deodorizing 
filter.filter.

Dirty airDirty air
Particles of 
odor-releasing 
substances

O3 O3

O3
O3

O3

O3

O3

O3

O3

Plasma Plasma 
electrode unitelectrode unit

[Step3][Step3]

Particles of odorParticles of odor--
releasing substances releasing substances 
are decomposedare decomposed by by 
ozone produced by ozone produced by 
Plasma electrode unit. Plasma electrode unit. 

[Setp1][Setp1]

Plasma electrode Plasma electrode 
unit produce unit produce 
ozone.ozone.

(C)(C)
2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



Compared with MSZCompared with MSZ--FA, FA, 
the deodorizing speed isthe deodorizing speed is

aboutabout ““Double!!Double!!””

Garbage/RubbishGarbage/Rubbish
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**The result of the test in the 1mThe result of the test in the 1m3 3 box. Measured by the gas chromatograph.box. Measured by the gas chromatograph.

MSZ-FA

MSZ-FD
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Filter Dust

(D) Self(D) Self--Cleaning functionsCleaning functions

Heat Exchanger

Mold

Dust

Fan

Dust

Mold

Air flow

Air conditioner intakes Air conditioner intakes 
dust with air, and the dust is dust with air, and the dust is 
gathered on the airflow route gathered on the airflow route 
like filter, fan, heat like filter, fan, heat 
exchanger.exchanger.

Dust

The inside of the indoor unit is easy to The inside of the indoor unit is easy to 
gather mold. Mold is bad not only for the gather mold. Mold is bad not only for the 
appearance, but also for the smell of the outlet air.  appearance, but also for the smell of the outlet air.  

Mold

““Quick Clean BodyQuick Clean Body””
helps to keep clean.helps to keep clean.

““Mold Growth Mold Growth PreventerPreventer””
helps to keep clean.helps to keep clean.

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function
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 is grown.

Dry mold
 is grown.

The condition of temp. and humidity The condition of temp. and humidity 
just after cooling operation is good for just after cooling operation is good for 
the growth of mold spore.the growth of mold spore.

However, as the surface of mold However, as the surface of mold 
becomes weak during moldbecomes weak during mold’’s growing, s growing, 
the good chance to destroy the mold the good chance to destroy the mold 
spore comes at the same time.spore comes at the same time.

MSZMSZ--FD destroy the mold spore by FD destroy the mold spore by 
ozone at that time.ozone at that time.

(D) Self(D) Self--Cleaning functionsCleaning functions Mold growth Mold growth preventerpreventer

**When mold spore When mold spore 
is  growing, the is  growing, the 
surface of mold surface of mold 
becomes weak. becomes weak. 
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O3

O3

O3
O3

O3

After cooling operation,After cooling operation,
““Plasma electrode unitPlasma electrode unit”” fills fills 
inside of indoor unit with inside of indoor unit with 
ozone(Oozone(O33). ). 

オゾンシャワー洗浄OzoneOzone
showershower

The inside is dried by 25 The inside is dried by 25 
min. of the fan mode min. of the fan mode 
operation to get out of the operation to get out of the 
mold growing condition.mold growing condition.

[STEP1][STEP1] [STEP2][STEP2]

**Fan OffFan Off
Fan On  (25 Min.)

*Ozone shower on
Ozone Shower On 
(15Min.)

Fan Stop
[STEP1][STEP1] [STEP2][STEP2]

(D) Self(D) Self--Cleaning functionsCleaning functions Mold growth Mold growth preventerpreventer
2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



Mold growth Mold growth preventerpreventer(D) Self(D) Self--Cleaning functionsCleaning functions

Destroying spore of mold just after cooling operation Destroying spore of mold just after cooling operation 
is  important to keep inside of indoor unit clean. is  important to keep inside of indoor unit clean. 
Ozone shower reduce the speed of spore increase Ozone shower reduce the speed of spore increase 
by 80%.by 80%.

Mold sporeMold spore

Before ozone Before ozone 
showershower

After ozone After ozone 
showershower

Mold spore is Mold spore is 
destroyed.destroyed.

coreOzone
Cell

membrane

Ozone attacks cell Ozone attacks cell 
membrane!!membrane!!

Ozone 
Ozone 

shower
shower

Destroyed spore of Destroyed spore of 
mold can not grow mold can not grow 
further. further. 
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Cleaning the indoor unit is needed for keeping the Cleaning the indoor unit is needed for keeping the 
initial high energy efficiency! initial high energy efficiency! 

*1:In the case the 8 grams dust is on the fan.         
(Based on internal data)

[Comparison of energy consumption] Factors of increasing    
energy consumption

(Based on internal data)

Fan
55.6%

Heat
exchanger
11.1%

Filter
33.3%

80%

90%

100%

110%

120%

130%

140% 30%UP
(Approx.)

With cleaning
(Filter,fan,HEX)

Without
cleaning*1

100%

130%
Fan is very Fan is very 
important!important!

(D) Self(D) Self--Cleaning functionsCleaning functions Quick clean bodyQuick clean body
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MSZMSZ--FD has FD has ““Quick Clean BodyQuick Clean Body”” which enable to which enable to 
clean inside.clean inside.

The fan attached inside can be cleaned easily!The fan attached inside can be cleaned easily!

Can not Can not 
touch inside.touch inside.

[Without quick clean body model][Without quick clean body model]

(D) Self(D) Self--Cleaning functionsCleaning functions Quick clean bodyQuick clean body
2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



Quick clean kit Quick clean kit ““MACMAC--093SS093SS--EE””(option) make the (option) make the 
cleaning easier.cleaning easier.

(D) Self(D) Self--Cleaning functionsCleaning functions Quick clean bodyQuick clean body

Quick clean kit

**Cleaning of  heat exchanger Cleaning of  heat exchanger 

**Cleaning of fanCleaning of fan

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



(D) Self(D) Self--Cleaning functionsCleaning functions Quick clean bodyQuick clean body

Quick clean body helps the cleaningQuick clean body helps the cleaning
to keep the initial energy efficiency!!to keep the initial energy efficiency!!

[Energy efficiency comparison][Energy efficiency comparison]

““Quick clean bodyQuick clean body”” makes makes 
the difference of the energy the difference of the energy 
efficiency after usage.efficiency after usage.

[Cleanable point][Cleanable point]

2. Advanced Function2. Advanced Function



3. Stylish Indoor Unit3. Stylish Indoor Unit

The design of indoor unit has become more The design of indoor unit has become more 
highhigh--grade.grade.

The new stylish indoor unit is debuting.The new stylish indoor unit is debuting.



3. Stylish Indoor Unit3. Stylish Indoor Unit
The lineup of indoor unit is not only white type, The lineup of indoor unit is not only white type, 
but also silver type.but also silver type.

The silver indoor unit make the room more The silver indoor unit make the room more 
sophisticated.sophisticated.

Model NameModel Name

MSZMSZ--FD25VASFD25VAS

MSZMSZ--FD35VASFD35VAS



[Specifications][Specifications]



Thank you very much         
for your attention!


